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Notes and News 

Sinôe One is inelinod to ad-mit t1cse assumptions, oar’: 
data can ber"of interest. 

’We have etudiodthe transiocatipn rate between the 2nd 
and 3rd-chromosomes, Tho total of 915 pairs of treated. 2nd 
and 3rd chromosomes was aminod. 433 pairs wore treated 
in spermatozoa containing the Xchroniosouc, and 482 pairs 
in siornatozoa containing the Y-chromosome. The pocontagq 
of tianslocations in the forior was equal to 8.31%, while 
In the latter it made 8.29%0’ It is obvious that the trans-
1ootion rate between the 2nd and 3rd chromosomes is equal 
in both cases. 

Steinberg, Arthur G. 	The off act 	The Cy inversion con- 
of inversions In the autosomos on 	tainjnr, ir 4ivcrsions in 
crossing-over in the k-chromosome. 	both arms of the second 

- 	 chromosome and the Payne 
inversion bearing inversions in both arms ofthothird chroio-
some wore used. 70ounts wore made on the d offspring of Is 
hotorozy:Tous for alternated xplo and either one or both iof the 
inversions. - Autosomal inversions cause an incroaso in cross-
ing over in the X chromosome. This incraso is greatest in 
the left end of the. chromosome and docroasoc toward the right 
end. The increase is duo to a decrosso in non crossover ,  
strands and an increeso in double and trilo crossover str’nös. 
The poi,  cent of singro croseover’ strands rc.000rod rmain 
statistidally constnt. - .Those ro&1ts, arc: similar to those 
obtincd by Miss H.. Rodf iold. f or thosoco d and third chrorno- 
somos. 

Stern, Curt and Dorothy Doan.. ’ 	In oxporionta involv- 
Crossing-over In the malo between 	ing the thets duDlica- 
X- and Y-chrornosomo. 	 tion (Muller) whioh i 
attached to the fibre end of the chror4osemo,, individuals gerc 
found sugosting loss, or detachment of theta. A preliminary 
gonctic and cytological analysis (spring 1934) domonŁtratod 
the occurrence of crossing over in males botwben the X or theta 
and the Y-chromosomo as the cauo. The dotaohod theta and the 
detached X-chromosome  carry conplimontary arms of the Y-
chromosome attached to their fibre. ends. - A further analysis 
is at present carried on by D. Doan. 


